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Advocacy and Action: City of San Bruno’s
Actions to Seek Pipeline Safety and Reform

The San Bruno City Council 

maintains a strong commitment 

to supporting full community 

recovery following the 

devastating PG&E gas pipeline 

explosion on September 9, 2010.
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Damage and Destruction from the
Pipeline Explosion and Resulting Fire

• Explosion created a 

crater 167 feet long, 26 

feet wide, 40 feet deep

• Explosion and shock 

wave registered as 1.1 

magnitude earthquake

❖ 8 fatalities

❖ 66 residents

injured

❖ 38 homes

totally destroyed

❖ 17 homes

severely damaged

❖ Community trauma

• 90 minutes to shut off 

gas after explosion

• 200 firefighters, 25 fire 

engines, 4 air tankers, 

2 airplanes, 1 helicopter
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Damage and Destruction from the
Pipeline Explosion and Resulting Fire
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San Bruno’s 2008 Sewer Bursting Project

• San Bruno completed a trenchless 

pipe project replacing 6-inch clay 

sewer pipe passing under “Line 132” 

with a 10-inch pipe

• Interstate Natural Gas Association

of America’s report to NTSB found 

the 2008 sewer replacement 

increased stress on the pipe

➢ CPUC’s Independent Review 

Panel initially adopted this position 
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NTSB

Honorable Deborah 

A. P. Hersman, 

Chairman 

Honorable 

Christopher A. Hart, 

Vice Chairman 

Honorable Robert 

L. Sumwalt, 

Member

Honorable Mark R. 

Rosekind, PhD, 

Member 

Honorable Earl F. 

Weener, PhD, 

Member

• Independent federal agency determines probable cause of transportation

accidents, promotes transportation safety, and assists victims of accidents

• 5 Board Members, each nominated by the President and confirmed

by the Senate to serve 5-year terms

• One member designated by the President as Chairman and another as

Vice Chairman for 2-year terms

• Chairmanship requires separate Senate confirmation – when there is

no designated Chairman, the Vice Chairman serves as Acting Chairman
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NTSB rejected the notion that the 

pipeline explosion and fire was an 

“anomaly” as industry representatives 

had previously testified. 

NTSB Response
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Combined systemic organizational failures

of PG&E, the California Public Utilities Commission, 

and Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 

Administration allowed a defective pipeline

to remain undiscovered for 60 years. 

NTSB Response
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NTSB issued safety 

recommendations to

PG&E, PHMSA, CPUC, 

DOT, Governor of State

of California, and INGAA. 

NTSB Response
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NTSB Investigation

• Loss of pressure control at PG&E’s 

Milpitas station minutes before explosion 

increased pressure in Line 132 

• Inadequate maintenance and protocols 

at the control station 

• PG&E records indicate the ruptured

pipe was part of 1,742-foot-long

segment installed in 1956 as part

of a relocation of the pipeline originally 

installed in 1948 -- and was “seamless” 
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NTSB Investigation

• Ruptured section of pipe was not 

seamless, but had a longitudinal 

seam -- safety inspections on gas 

pipelines are dependent upon 

accurate “as built” records

➢ PG&E’s records were wrong

• January 2011, NTSB issued urgent 

and interim safety recommendations 

to PHMSA, CPUC, and PG&E
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Results of NTSB Hearing

NTSB determined PG&E caused the explosion by:

• Inadequate quality assurance and

quality control in 1956

➢ Allowed installation of poorly welded

pipe section with a weld flaw that

caused pipeline to rupture during

a pressure increase

➢ Stemming from poorly planned electrical work

• Inadequate pipeline integrity management program

• Failed to repair the defective pipe section
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Results of NTSB Hearing

Other contributing causes to the severity of the accident:

✓ CPUC’s and U.S. DOT’s exemptions

of existing pipelines from pressure

testing due to “Grandfather Clause”

✓ CPUC’s failure to detect inadequacies

of PG&E’s pipeline integrity management

program

✓ Lack of automatic shutoff valves on the line
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What Went Wrong Locally?

PG&E failed to:

1. Provide San Bruno Fire Dept.

with maps of size and operating 

pressure of the pipeline

• And expected consequences

if it ruptured

2. Have an emergency response plan 

to contact San Bruno and regional 

emergency response personnel 
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What Went Wrong Locally?

PG&E failed to:

3. Have a public awareness program 

to notify firefighters and residents 

about high pressure natural gas 

lines in their neighborhoods

4. Respond quickly

• More than 95 minutes to stop 

the flow of gas and isolate the 

rupture site 
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California Public Utilities Commission

Regulates privately owned natural gas  

companies and promotes pipeline safety:

• CPUC instituted formal rulemaking 

process to set new rules for safe

and reliable operation of natural gas 

pipelines in California to prevent

future gas explosions

• Proceeding considers who should pay 

for needed improvements to PG&E‘s 

gas system; uses fines and penalties

to enforce regulations
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California Public Utilities Commission

CPUC instituted three penalty investigations: 

1. Whether PG&E’s gas transmission 

pipeline recordkeeping practices were 

unsafe and violated the law

2. Whether PG&E violated state law and 

federal and state pipeline safety 

regulations, and failed to adhere to 

accepted industry standards

3. Whether PG&E misclassified pipelines 

near densely populated neighborhoods
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San Bruno and the
CPUC Rulemaking Process

San Bruno represents residents’ interests: 

• San Bruno asked CPUC to implement 

NTSB’s recommendations

➢ Focusing on public awareness, 

PG&E’s integrity management 

program, and emergency response 

during the rulemaking process San Bruno Mayor Jim Ruane, CPUC Executive 

Director Paul Clanon, PG&E President 

Christopher Johns, and Pipeline Safety Trust VP 

Rick Kessler
• CPUC appointed Sen. George Mitchell 

as mediator for settlement discussions
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City of San Bruno’s Concerns
with PG&E’s Implementation Plan

1. Was it technically sound?

2. Did it provide appropriate 

assurance of long-term and

short-term safety of pipes near

San Bruno?

3. Would the Implementation Plan

be implemented effectively? 

4. How will the City know the Plan

has been implemented effectively?
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City of San Bruno’s Concerns
with PG&E’s Implementation Plan

5. How will PG&E work to improve

City and County emergency 

response capabilities?

6. Are other actions needed

to ensure the City is protected

from pipeline explosions?

7. Does PG&E’s Implementation Plan 

address NTSB recommendations?
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Independent Review Panel

❖ Comprised of impartial experts

to gather facts and make 

recommendations to the 

Commission regarding “general 

improvement” of pipeline safety

✓ And consider whether PG&E

has “systemic management 

problems”

❖ Complete freedom to investigate

the accident

Independent Review Panel 

issued its first report to the 

Commission on root cause

of the explosion 
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Independent Review Panel
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Investigation of PG&E’s
Recordkeeping Practices 

➢ CPUC instituted a penalty 

consideration phase

✓ Were PG&E’s 

recordkeeping

practices unsafe?

✓ Did it violate the law?

✓ Did this contribute

to the explosion? 
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Investigation of PG&E’s
Recordkeeping Practices 

➢ Investigation began 

immediately after NTSB 

determined PG&E 

incorrectly identified

the San Bruno pipe

as seamless

✓ In fact, it was seamed 

and welded, following 

the explosion
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Investigation of PG&E’s
Recordkeeping Practices 

➢ Conducted records search 

of pipeline documents to 

determine the Maximum 

Allowable Operating 

Pressure 

✓ Based on the weakest 

section of the pipeline

to ensure safe operation 

of all pipelines 
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Investigation on Violations
of State and Federal Laws

In a 176-page report, CPSD alleged the pipeline rupture was

caused by PG&E’s failure to:

1. Follow accepted industry practice

when installing the section of pipe

that failed

2. Comply with federal pipeline

integrity management requirements

3. Keep adequate records

4. Collect and report data
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Investigation on Violations
of State and Federal Laws

In a 176-page report, CPSD alleged the pipeline rupture was

caused by PG&E’s failure to:

5. Handle emergencies and

abnormal conditions in an

adequate manner

6. Respond to emergencies

PG&E’s

corporate culture 

emphasizes profits 

over safety
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Investigation on
Misidentification of Class Locations

Determine whether PG&E, its officers, directors, and managers, 

violated any provisions of the:

1. California Public Utilities Code

2. Commission rules

3. General orders

4. Decisions, federal regulations,

or other applicable rules

or requirements 

CPUC to determine whether 

PG&E failed to classify its 

pipelines correctly and 

comply with federal 

standards requiring that it 

regularly study, patrol, and 

survey these locations for 

increased population density
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Pipeline and Hazardous Material
Safety Administration 

• Office of Pipeline Safety is the federal 

safety authority for ensuring the safe, 

reliable, and environmentally sound 

operation of the country‘s pipeline 

transportation system

• Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety 

Administration works through OPS to 

assure the safe transportation of natural 

gas, petroleum, and other hazardous 

materials by the pipeline facilities
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PHMSA Objectives

• Analyze whether to propose new

safety requirements for gas transmission 

pipelines through an “Advanced Notice

of Proposed Rulemaking Process”

• Seek public comment on 14 specific topics 

related to pipeline integrity management 

and pipeline system integrity

• Consider proposing requirements reducing 

the operating pressure for pipelines built 

before 1970 -- previously exempt from 

requirements by the “grandfather clause” 
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Legislation

Enhances federal government's 
regulatory enforcement powers; 

Calls for automatic shutoff valves for 
new pipelines; and

Ends exemption from rigorous safety 
inspections for older natural-gas 
pipelines – “grandfather clause”

Among other 

legislation in 

response to

the explosion,

in October 2011, 

the U.S. Senate 

unanimously 

passed a 

pipeline safety 

bill that:
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Settlement for the City of San Bruno
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Defining Objectives
in the Aftermath of Tragedy

The San Bruno City Council 

vowed to ensure that the 

problems that led to the 

disaster would be corrected 

and prevented, so a similar 

explosion never happens 

again, anywhere. 
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Five Objectives
Guided City of San Bruno’s Work

✓ Investigate the cause of the explosion

✓ Correct and remediate negligent conduct and practices

✓ Penalize appropriately

✓ Ensure system safety improvements

✓ Reform a broken pipeline regulatory system
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Objective #1: Investigate the Cause

Conduct

thorough

investigation

into cause

of tragedy

▪ National 

Transportation 

Safety Board 

investigation

▪ CPUC Division

of Safety and 

Enforcement 

investigations

Preventable 

tragedy caused by 

gross negligence, 

faulty record 

keeping, lack of 

proper regulatory 

oversight

Conclusion
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Objective #2: Correct and
Remediate Negligent Practices 

NTSB, PHMSA, CPUC call for compliance with

all safety recommendations and new safety standards

CPUC Findings, Decisions

➢ PG&E committed 3,708 

separate violations

➢ Violations occurred

over 50+ years

➢ 70 corrective actions 

➢ Proposed $1.4 billion 

penalty and fine, largest 

ever in California

Results

▪ PG&E promised compliance

▪ CPUC ordered $2.2 billion in 

Pipeline Safety Enhancement 

Plan system improvements

▪ San Bruno exposed errors in 

recordkeeping in San Carlos 

 CPUC fined PG&E another 

$14 million 
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Objective #3: Penalize Appropriately 
 A $1 billion fine to PG&E

(not tax deductible)

 $400 million refund to ratepayers

(not deductible)

 $635 million disallowance

for previous expenses

 $50 million to CPUC

for regulatory improvements

 Reimbursement of attorney fees

to San Bruno 

 70 non-monetary remedial

and corrective measures

 Full compliance with NTSB 

recommendations

 Federal grand jury’s conviction

of PG&E of six felonies 

Secure fines 
proportionate 

to historic 
disaster

San Bruno 
advocated for 

strongest 
possible 

penalty/fine

PG&E Total 
$2.2 Billion 

Penalty
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Objective #3: Penalize Appropriately

January 2017

Judge ordered PG&E:

• Maximum $3 million 

fine ($500K x 6 counts)

• 10,000 hours of 

community service

• 5 yrs of probation, with 

3 month print and TV 

apology ad campaign
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Objective #3: Penalize Appropriately
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Objective #4: Ensure System
Safety Improvements

Secure appropriate fines to encourage a culture of safety among all utilities 

• Influence other utilities

to be more safe

• $ millions included in penalty

to prevent future gas pipeline 

disasters

• Maximum sentence and 

Independent Monitor imposed 

on PG&E in criminal case 
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Objective #5: Reform Broken System

! PG&E and CPUC

must correct

past errors.

! Business as usual

and cozy culture

are not acceptable. 

• San Bruno filed public 

records suit in Feb. 2014

• Exposed 7,000 emails 

demonstrating illegal

and ex parte (private) 

communication between 

PG&E and CPUC

• PG&E self-reported 

additional violations

of rules
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Objective #5: Reform Broken System
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January 2015,

San Bruno 

pushed again 

for release of 

65,000 more 

emails

➢ CPUC and 

PG&E collude 

to break ex 

parte rules

➢ CPUC and PG&E 

joke about pipeline 

explosions less 

than 1 month after 

San Bruno 

explosion

Objective #5: Reform Broken System
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Objective #5: Reform Broken System
San Bruno’s actions led to termination of CPUC and PG&E employees

Michael Peevey

President 

Paul Clanon

Executive 

Director

Jack Hagan

Safety 

Director 

Frank Lindh

General Counsel

Tom Bottorf

Sr. VP –

Regulatory 

Relations PG&E

Brian Cherry

VP – Regulatory 

Relations PG&E

Trina Horner

VP – Regulatory 

Proceedings and 

Rates PG&E

Carol Brown

Peevey Aide

RECUSED 

Commissioner

Michel Florio
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Objective #5: Reform Broken System

Attorney General

investigating illegal 

communications

San Bruno’s actions led to significant changes

Investigation

CPUC also must 

establish and comply 

with new rules for 

public records 

requests as a result 

of San Bruno’s public 

records lawsuit
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New CPUC President Michael Picker announces reforms

❖ New Commission Code of Conduct

❖ PG&E was ordered to produce all 

65,000 emails

❖ Critical PHMSA audit will spur reform

❖ Acknowledged unfair access by utilities 

to CPUC 

❖ Erosion of agency’s safety programs 

❖ CPUC will make important changes

Objective #5: Reform Broken System
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“The city stood up for all 

Californians in demanding a 

clearer picture of the cozy 

relationship between the utility 

and the regulatory agency 

under Peevey's leadership.”

“The communications were 

released in the wake of a 

demand by San Bruno authorities 

…. It’s a start on a long journey 

to instill a new ethic at a state 

agency that’s lost its way.”

“TURN, City of San Bruno, CCSF, and DRA have all actively 

participated in these proceedings and have contributed substantially 

to our decisions on violations, as well as this decision.”

- Administrative Law Judges, CPUC

San Bruno Recognized
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San Bruno Recognized
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